HR Employee Safety
Covid-19 Solutions
COVID-19 is an unprecedented humanitarian and economic crisis affecting everyone across the world.

During these unusual times, businesses and employers need to understand the impact on their employees and then respond with data-driven policies, plans, and actions to keep employees safe and productive, including when employees return to their job sites.

To help achieve these goals, Qlik® is providing a solution accelerator that brings together powerful analytical capabilities and COVID-19 data from a number of key sources. These COVID-19 data sets are updated daily, are analytics-ready, and can integrate with your internal business data. The solution accelerates the time to integrate COVID-19 data and produce a customized Employee Safety analytics solution by providing a starter data model, visualizations, and KPIs. Our customers are using these solutions to determine employees at-risk, develop and communicate guidance on protective equipment, disinfection, and social distancing, and develop back to work strategies.

The solution can be deployed on a customer’s existing Qlik Sense® infrastructure or on Qlik’s Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), and generally can be up and running within days or weeks depending upon level of further customization. Qlik Consulting can help with any work required. Qlik Education courses are available to help with data literacy.

Please reach out to solutions@qlik.com if you would like to leverage this solution in your own Qlik Sense environment. We are all in this together and would be proud to support you.

More information about how Qlik is helping our customers and the wider communities can be found at https://community.qlik.com/t5/COVID-19/gp-p/covid-19-group

Key Solution Benefits

- Enables rapid identification of at-risk employees
- Provides access to a rich set of COVID-19 data sets
- Identification of COVID hotspots with details of new and confirmed cases
- Easy to combine with your internal data enabling businesses and employers to respond with data-driven policies, plans, and actions to keep employees safe and productive

Covid-19 Solutions for Human Relations

About Qlik

Qlik’s vision is a data-literate world, where everyone can use data and analytics to improve decision-making and solve their most challenging problems. Our cloud-based Qlik Active Intelligence Platform delivers end-to-end, real-time data integration and analytics cloud solutions to close the gaps between data, insights and action. By transforming data into Active Intelligence, businesses can drive better decisions, improve revenue and profitability, and optimize customer relationships.
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